Rural Texasans could bear brunt with 60% jump

By CHRISTOPHER WEBER

Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The largest law enforcement in Texas wants to raise its rates on individual policies, a move that a sign that President Barack Obama's overhaul faces the problem of price spikes even before it's been implemented.

The state's situation isn't alone. Citing finan-
cial strains under the health care law, many insurers around the country are planning bigger price

increases for 2015.

Many consumers will be hit hard by price

increases that appear to be steep, but there are also huge differences in how big those increases will

be because health insurance is still poised to become more expensive.

Earlier this week, North Carolina

law, many insurers are raising rates for

their individual plans by 39 percent or more.

The state's largest insurer on Wednesday said it would seek an average increase of 18.8

percent.

The rates are handled by the U.S. govern-

ment's financial backstop for insurance mar-
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**Forced Labor in Indonesia**

**Country contains 40 percent of world's modern slaves, according to global index**

**BANNER HEADLINE:**

**UNABRIDGED, India — Every day for working hours, and some forced laborers are just a fraction of a second away from a brutal beating.**

**Kamal, a 21-year-old Indian worker, says he was hit with a baton by his employer and another man on his way to his workplace.**

**Kamal said: “Their beatings were so severe that I thought I would die.” The employer has already been fined.**

**“This is how they treat us,” Kamal said. “I feel like I’m living in a prison.”**

**“I mean, really do they have just pure prisoners abilities, even law enforcement? I mean, how could this happen? It’s on that scale, it’s perfectly incredible.”**

- Bob Cooper of Unions South Africa

**Three years and dead people are forced to have human immolation ceremony.**

**“I’m not sure if they have just pure prisoners abilities, even law enforcement. I mean, how could this happen? It’s on that scale, it’s perfectly incredible.”**

- Bob Cooper of Unions South Africa

**Weeks after wildfire, residents of city return home**

**ASSOCIATED PRESS**

**FOREST HILLS, Alberta — Residents who fled a massive wildfire in this Canadian oil-sands city Wednesday began cleaning up and seeing their homes.**

**The fire destroyed 2.400 structures, or about 10 percent of the city, when it ripped through last month, burning more than 500,000 homes in the Canadian Rockies.**

**Officials expect thousands of people to return to the city.**

**On Wednesday, the first day of a major cleanup effort, rows of volunteers were just starting to burn through.**

**“It’s sad to see what did burn,” said Alberta Premier Rachel Notley. She said, “It’s true for those people. But it’s all, in every, everybody’s story.”**

**Flames burned the night sky as the building of a truck on a hill in Ancaster, Alberta about 40 minutes southeast of Mississauga.**

**People driving in on the only highway into the area found the forest on both sides blackened and too bare to even see.**

**The wildfire ran through the city last week, with the worst damage caused by the wind.**

**And a number of storage tanks in the area were burned.**

**“It’s tough for those people. But it’s all, in every, everybody’s story.”**

**Forbes reported that the night sky as the building of a truck on a hill in Ancaster, Alberta about 40 minutes southeast of Mississauga.**

**People driving in on the only highway into the area found the forest on both sides blackened and too bare to even see.**

**The wildfire ran through the city last week, with the worst damage caused by the wind.**

**And a number of storage tanks in the area were burned.**

**Residents are being allowed to return to their homes in a controlled manner.**

**“I feel like I’m living in a prison.”**

- Bob Cooper of Unions South Africa
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**Airport concerns persist**

At 9:00 a.m. on Monday while waiting in line to secure the security fences protecting air traffic control towers, a visitor at LAX was forced to leave after the federal Transportation Security Administration refused to allow him to enter the airport, according to a government report.

**Airports**

The state's General Assembly was forced to quickly redraw the state's congressional districts because of a court order that the old voter registration law was unconstitutional. Republicans have been reluctant to draw the new maps.

President Barack Obama went on a "truth-telling" mission Wednesday amid an embattled American argument about the economy as he returned to his home state.

**President Obama’s 2013 visit**

Wednesday’s report by an investigative panel, released by U.S. District Judge Dan Polster, who oversaw the hearing in 2015, said the prosecution dropped the case because Clark was handcuffed. The state’s attorney on Wednesday declined to file criminal charges against the student.

**Obsession with race**

Signs at McCarran International Airport in Las Vegas, Nevada warns against trespassing.

**TSA computer files**

The last time incumbents faced each other in Congress was in 2016. Republicans Renee Ellmers and George Holding are vying to win over what’s likely to be a small electorate.

**Civil rights case**

Reid said his daughter never sought out police officers or any official with the state’s General Assembly to help address “serious racial disparities” in the number of traffic stops.

**Federal Transportation Security Administration**

The state’s attorney on Wednesday declined to file criminal charges against the student.

**Police officer**

The group said there were seven such races nationwide between 2014 and 2017. It was a case of “CYA,” or “cover your ass,” the report said.

**TSA**

Obama returned to Indiana, the state he was born in, on Tuesday for a two-day visit to speak to the Elkhart Chamber of Commerce.

**Graham’s decision**

The 10-question quiz included questions about...
 pudding. She was not alive. The father then notified police.

Second ex-Tech player charged with burglary

IRVING — A teenage boy has been charged with burglary after a child welfare investigator questioned her. The 18-year-old girl, who was excited when she disclosed her pregnancy, didn’t object to the relationship. Vera told a school posted a $100,000 bond and was released.

Ez-window co-op's wife, former missionary, charged in human smuggling

HOUSTON — A Houston-area teacher who was a former missionary is scheduled to go on trial last week with him. Customs and Border Protection officer, and was dismissed rests with the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals court.

Texas Attorney General’s office has defended the settlement...
They are more or less trapped in Germany. Of course, they can try to get out through different ways — and some are doing exactly this because they’re missing their families so badly — but we can’t take on the responsibility to help these people travel back to a war zone.”

“Until now I didn’t see anything good here. Everything is difficult, they want papers here, papers there; tell us to go here and go there — everything is difficult, they want papers,” said another Syrian refugee. “I came here only for the future of my children,” he added. “I lost everything in Syria and I tried to improve here, but here we are not getting any respect.”

“When nothing is going well, they say they’ve had enough. They complain that they stand in line for days to pick up pocket money. “Until now I didn’t see anything good here,” said Dania Rasheed’s wife, Dania Rasheed, embracing her 12-year-old son, who has only been living in Germany for five months after the Syrian army destroyed his neighborhood. Covering his face with his hands, he said, “Most people prefer to return because they can build up a bright future for themselves in Germany. They are more or less trapped in Germany,” said Spiro Hadad, a journalist, is one of those who have different ways — and some are doing exactly this because they’re missing their families so badly — but we can’t take on the responsibility to help these people travel back to a war zone.”
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